Skill – More Describing Words:  Dear Mr. Blueberry

Skill Reminder:

- A **describing word** tells about a noun.
- Some describing words tell how something tastes, smells, sounds, or feels.

Directions: Circle the describing words that tell how things taste, smell, sound, or feel in each sentence.

1. Do whales like spicy food?  
2. Does the pond smell fishy?  
3. Some whales live in cold water.  
4. Seagulls make loud cries.  
5. I like the feel of wet sand.  
6. Whales make beautiful sounds.

Directions: Rewrite each sentence, using a describing word. The word in ( ) tells what kind of describing word to use.

7. The whale might like a (taste) cookie.
8. Emily liked the (feel) sand.
9. That pond smells (smell).
10. (Sound) noises scare whales.